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Looking into the dynamics of *Modern Fiction* we find that it is one of the most valued essays of Virginia Woolf. On April 10, 1919 it was published as *Modern Novels* in The Times Literary Supplement. In 1925 it was further revised and published as *Modern Fiction* in The Common Reader. For modern writers this essay serves as a manifesto as it explores various themes and techniques that is absent in conventional and traditional mode of writing fiction. Thus, it can be said that it challenged the conventions of traditional fiction. In literary history this essay holds a significant position because it established a visionary perspective on the purpose and form of fiction in modern period. Literature has gone through various changing during the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. Linear plot structure, predictable characters along with traditional narrative has been openly challenged by writers like Virginia Woolf and James Joyce in modern period. The present essay entitled *Modern Fiction* provides fresh insights to modern writers and it can be one of the reasons that it gave immense popularity to Virginia Woolf. Critics and scholars are of the opinion that this essay was a response to traditional literary landscape which failed to capture the complexities of human behaviour. Virginia Woolf has tried hard to redefine the genre of fiction by following experimental and introspective form of writing. It is interesting to note that *Modern Fiction* also changed the perception of readers and they understood that a true fiction can project the complexities of human behaviour. A good fiction must project the intricacies of life and it can be one of the reasons that a linear and chronological method of storytelling was questioned by Virginia Woolf. She has stated that nothing is fixed in life and thus, there must not be any prejudices in fiction. The subjectivity of human consciousness has been well expressed in the essay *Modern Fiction*. Woolf has remarked that traditional form of storytelling failed to capture the true moments of life because life is unpredictable. In modern form of writing fiction, we can find that a character is analyzed by different perspectives. True essence of human thoughts and emotions are well expressed through techniques like stream of consciousness in modern form of writing. In traditional literature we cannot find such techniques because it is a result of continuous experimentation with different plots, narrative forms and characters.
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By exploring the inner minds of characters Woolf has highlighted the modern sensibilities of life. Feminist undertone of *Modern Fiction* is another reason for its immense popularity because Woolf continuously talks about equality of gender, freedom and independence of women in a patriarchal society. We can find that in her novels most of the women characters are complex because they deviate from their stereotypical identity. Woolf argued that one-dimensional stereotypical representation of women characters was not fair because society was changing towards a continuous journey of progress and development. Women were no more a subject of suppression and there were equal opportunities for them also. The prevailing portrayal of women in literature was pathetic and Woolf critiqued such conditions. She remarked that a more authentic representation of women was required in traditional literature. In *Modern Fiction* one of the key features is its subjectivity. In 1921 when Woolf was writing this essay then novels were in great demand. These novels strictly followed rigid and linear narrative structure. Woolf presents an argument that potential of fiction was limited by adopting conventional methods of writing. She believes that a true fiction should be able to present the inner lives of characters. Their thoughts, emotions and perceptions must be recognized because it generates interest among readers. A deeper connection between readers and characters is established by adopting new methods of writing. The subjective experience of characters is highlighted by the use of stream of consciousness and interior monologues. The fragmented and nonlinear presentation of human consciousness adds a sense of realism to modern form of writings. The fixed and objective reality of fiction has been challenged by Virginia Woolf. In *Modern Fiction* Woolf remarks that language is an expressive mode of communication. She has talked about limitations of language in this essay (Woolf 171). In traditional form of writings language fails to capture the depth of subjectivity. It is her observation that language is inherently limited by its structure and conventions. It is noteworthy to find that words, phrases and sentences are not capable enough to present the vast range of sensations, thoughts and emotions because they are finite and fixed. Woolf further highlights that language generalizes and simplifies our perceptions. By doing so it distills our concepts and ideas. It can be one of the reasons that in translation true essence of human emotions, consciousness and expression is lost. To solve these problems Woolf has given us an idea that there must be a flexible and fluid mode of storytelling (Woolf 165). Thus, we can find that in most of the writings of Virginia Woolf the mode of storytelling is fluid and flexible. She is aware about human perception that it cannot be fixed. It is ever-changing in nature so, it becomes evident that she explores innovative methods of narrating story to readers. The elusive and transient method of subjective reality is well grounded in her essays and novels. By using unconventional structures, stream of consciousness techniques and fragmented narratives writers can show us the complexities of modern life. The fluid and flexible approach of Virginia Woolf also suggest that she had a strong belief on herself. She knows the power of literature and it might be the reason that she challenged the traditional use of language in fiction writing. The flow of human perception and ideas is not an easy task to express in words. The fleeting nature of emotions clearly reveals that it is multidimensional in subjective reality and Woolf emphasizes on projecting this kind of subjective reality in fiction. It provides an opportunity to writers to establish a deeper connection with readers.

In *Modern Fiction*, Virginia Woolf has used various narrative techniques and literary devices to convey her ideas. To represent the flux of thoughts and ideas she has primarily used techniques like stream of consciousness. We have already talked about this technique in detail in the previous chapter of the present research work. Apart from this technique she has also employed intertextuality to establish a connection between this essay and other literary works. By incorporating other literary works to her essay, she engages in broader literary conversation and it provides a sense of accuracy and authenticity to the essay. To evoke emotions and deeper contextual meaning she has used various symbols in this essay. These symbolic elements can easily be found in the narrative. It is a subject of interpretation and readers find themselves engaged with the essay on multiple levels. The use of metaphoric language successfully creates vivid imagery and evoke different sensory experiences. In the essay we can also find that Woolf repeats certain phrases and by doing so she emphasizes upon her ideas and themes. It also helps her in maintaining the rhythmic flow of ideas. In *Modern Fiction* there is a reflective narrator who addresses the readers directly and it seems that he is self-aware and he knows the intellectual taste of the readers. The conversational and intimate tone of the narrator establishes a connection with the readers. The possibilities and nature of fiction has been disclosed by him in a dialogic way. Let us talk about the motifs and symbolic elements in the present essay in detail. The thematic exploration has been deepened by the use of symbols. It is noteworthy to find that these symbols act like a literary device that adds layers of meaning and beauty to this essay. In this essay we can find the
symbol of waves and it represents the idea that life is similar to a wave full of ups and downs. It also represents the flux of human consciousness that it is not fixed but it keeps on growing with the advancement of the time. The movement of waves has been compared beautifully to the movement of ideas, impressions and emotions of the mind. The ever-shifting nature of human consciousness has also been represented by the waves in this essay. Another symbol is that of mirror and Woolf has tried to show us that modern period was going through a change. Through the use of mirror as a symbol she has tried to show us the fragmented and multifaceted nature of reality. Different perspectives of life and multiple ways of perceiving things have been highlighted by the symbolic representation of the mirror. Mirror also stands for self-reflection and introspection. So, it can be said that readers can contemplate their own experiences and perspectives through the symbol of mirror. Critics and scholars are of the opinion that window has also been used by the essayist as a symbol. Windows reflect a boundary between the internal and the external world (Woolf 33). It acts like a ventilator for characters to find themselves in both the world. We can also say that it stands between virtual and the real world. Virtual world is the false perception of the societal constraints on the other hand real world is full of pain and sufferings of the characters. It can have different interpretations based on the plot and the setting. Thus, it becomes evident that the symbolic representation of the window shows us the artistic creativity of Virginia Woolf. It is amazing to find that we can find such symbols in almost all of her writings. There are also masks and veils in Modern Fiction. It is needless to say that Woolf has used masks and veil as a symbol to conceal the layers of identity and true selves. A Woolf remark that time has come to unmask the superficiality of the society (Woolf 170). She always advocated a true sense of reality and talks about authentic human experiences. One of the most important symbols used in the present essay is the representation of time. It reflects the temporal nature of human existence. The essayist Virginia Woolf has significantly raised the issue of time that everything is a subject of decay. Time keeps on running continuously and it is almost impossible to capture the wings of time through our memories. It can be one of the reasons that Virginia Woolf has immortalised her ideas by writing fiction, essays and others. It is remarkable to note that the internal thoughts of characters are also a subject of time because it keeps on coming and going. Virginia Woolf has tried to capture such flux of ideas and thoughts through the use of stream of conscious technique. It can be said that time is at the centre in stream of consciousness technique. We have already seen in the previous chapter that consciousness of human beings has been represented by the image of a snowball. It keeps on rolling and growing in size with the advancement of the time. In most of the novels of Virginia Woolf we can see that there is a sudden shift from past to present and vice versa. Characters undergo a journey through memory and it describes their whole life. This kind of journey is not an easy task to describe in words and it can be one of the reasons that writers like Virginia Woolf rejected the linear and traditional movement of the plot. With the onset of modernism there were new ideas and beliefs that were incorporated in literature. We have talked about the symbolic elements in the essay Modern Fiction and we have also seen the motifs behind incorporating these symbols. It is noteworthy to find that Woolf encourages readers to have their own understanding of the reality. They should be aware of the complexities of their own reality.

It is noteworthy to find that in Modern Fiction, Virginia Woolf also talks about issues of feminism. This essay has not been exclusively labelled as a feminist essay but her feminist beliefs have been highlighted as she critiques the norms of patriarchy prevalent at that time. It has already been said that she criticizes the traditional narrative structure. Apart from this she also criticizes the limited role of women in fiction. She presents an argument that a true work of fiction should never be inclined towards rigid conventions that restricts female characters to domesticity. She remarks that women have their own desires and individuality so they must be given a proper space in any work of fiction. Woolf also challenges the notions of a male dominated society and says that women must not be compelled to adopt male qualities to be considered equal in the society. She further presents the argument that there is a need to understand that women can have their own choices and preferences in life. Their voices cannot be ignored because they also share the same nature of humanity and they too exist independently. In the male dominated literary canon women writers have been marginalized and Woolf presents a critique to this system. Earlier women writers used to write using a pen name mostly of men. Woolf speaks for those writers and says that it is the loophole of the society where gender is valued much in comparison to intellect. Thus, it becomes evident that she advocates for inclusion of female voice in literary discourses (Woolf 138). By doing she talks about the importance of diverse perspectives and experiences in the society. By emphasizing on the works of lesser known women writers
she is trying to encourage the feminine intellect and she also challenge the established literary hierarchy of the patriarchal society. In the essay *Modern Fiction* we can also find that the essayist has highlighted the importance of incorporating a more progressive and inclusive approach towards literature. It is believed that this essay is the precursor of her most seminal work entitled *A Room of One’s Own* that got published in 1929. It is remarkable to find that *Modern Fiction* and *A Room of One’s Own* are the two most significant essays of Virginia Woolf that talks about liberation of women by empowering them through the tools of knowledge and education. Critics and scholars are of the opinion that there are feminist ideas in both the essays but their tone, approach and focus is different. *A Room of One’s Own* is more subjective in nature because it exclusively talks about feminism and the constraints of society. *Modern Fiction* is a short essay where Virginia Woolf is trying to show us that traditional narrative forms and representation of women in literature is incompetent in modern period. A time has come to review the traditional approach of the society towards literature and life of women. Earlier women were not given proper education but with the advancement of the time women stand equal to men in terms of education and opportunity. It can be one of the reasons that Virginia Woolf emphasizes more upon her women characters in most of her writings.
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